
GEOMETRY Exterior Angle Inequality  NAME_________________________

∆ Inequalities          DATE __________  Per.___________

1. This is Euclid’s proof that the exterior angle of a triangle is greater than either remote interior angle.
Use the diagrams to translate the paragraph proof into a two-column proof.
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Let ∠EXT be an extrior angle to ∆AXE.  Then draw 
a median from A to EX such that I is the midpoint of 
both EX and AM.  Two congruent vertical angles are 
formed.  Draw MX to form two congruent triangles.  
The remote interior angle (E) has a corresponding 
congruent angle in the other triangle.  That congruent 
angle is part of a sum forming the exterior angle.  By 
definition of inequality, the exterior angle is greater 
than either part of its sum.  By substitution, the 
exterior angle is greater than the remote interior 
angle.  A similar argument proves it is greater than 
the other remote angle also.

STATEMENTS REASONS
1) _______________ _______________
2)_______________ _______________
3)_______________ _______________
4)_______________ _______________
5)_______________ _______________
6)_______________ _______________
7)_______________ _______________
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but XT and ET intersect at point T, which 
contradicts the definition of _______________.

because we assume the opposite to begin an indirect proof.

If m∠1 = m∠3 then XT // ET by the ______ Converse, 

If m∠1 < m∠3 or m∠1 < m∠4, 

then _______ < m∠3 + m∠4, 

which contradicts the Exterior Angle Theorem

( m∠1 = ________ + _________).

because assumption was false, so the 
original statement must be ________.

Therefore, m∠1 > m∠3 and m∠1 > m∠4,

Assume m∠1 ≤ ______ and _______ ≤ m∠4,

If m∠1 = m∠4 then EX // ____ 

by ________________ Angles, 

but then EX and TX are not joined at ___, 
which contradicts the ∆ definition.

2.

1)

2) m∠1 = m∠3 + m∠4

3)  m∠1 – m∠3 = 

4)  m∠1 – m∠4 = m∠3

5)  m∠__ > m∠3;

 

STATEMENTS REASONS

Using a ∆ Sum Corollary, another argument 
proves the exterior angle is greater than either 
remote (non-adjacent) interior angle in a ∆.

3.

Complete the 
two-column 
proof using this 
diagram.

 m∠1 >

Fill in the blanks of this proof by contradiction


